
Integrated Services and Resource Management Solutions

Product Development: We offer a wide array of boxes in standard sizes and stock prints. 
For large orders, we can custom design any box size to fit your needs and we can print custom 
graphics specific to your brand that will enhance your marketing message and retail appeal. 

Quality Control and Assurance:  Our Quality and Innovations team will work with you to  
evaluate the quality of your current boxes. We apply industry standard testing protocols to ensure 
that the boxes we supply maintain a high level of product quality with each and every delivery. 

Forecasting and Procurement:  Estimating how much packaging will be needed to handle your 
output from the field is an ongoing challenge. In response to growers’ requests, we can assist you with 
forecasting and procure the right amount of inventory to help you prepare for peak production. 

Inventory Management and Grower Issuance:  With multiple locations throughout 
California, you’ll have peace of mind knowing that we can manage your packaging inventory 
and can deliver it to your packing facility or directly to your fields when you need it.

For over 90 years, Sambrailo Packaging has supported the produce industry  

with numerous innovative packaging solutions. The desire to improve produce-handling methods  

was what prompted Charles Sambrailo to establish the company in 1923 and continues to drive our product and service offerings today. Growers count on us for  

high-quality packaging, responsive customer service, and resource management solutions that can improve their efficiencies and meet their packaging needs. 

For more information about our row crop boxes  
and resource management services, call our  
customer service team at 831-724-7581.

Solutions for Handling Row Crops

Our row crop boxes come in dry or waxed options  

for various commodities and packing procedures.  

You can rely on the quality of our boxes to safely  

pack and ship your fresh vegetables.

•  Large ventilation holes help minimize spoilage. 

•  Self-locking closures help to reduce product loss. 

•  Space provided to identify product and grower/packer. 

•  Waxed boxes are coated inside and out to resist  
   humidity and damage from moisture. 

•  Custom print boxes are available.  
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